
 

 

Daily Gold Report Tuesday July 22, 2014 

Sean Lusk  

Walsh Trading 

August Gold settles 1306.3, down $.760 

Gold fell Tuesday to finish the session lower amid consolidation after trading significantly higher 

following this morning’s CPI release.  CPI came out slightly better than expected this morning and 

signaled to traders that there was no surprise to inflation expectations which is good news for the 

stock indices as it indicates that the Fed is not behind the curve as it relates to inflation. Gold rallied 

$12 after the report but quickly was sold into. Stock indices rallied along with the Greenback, with 

energy prices retreating today. These outside markets put pressure on Gold throughout the session, as 

Gold never recovered to trade near its highs for the day up at 1316.8. For the time being, geo-political 

tensions as they relate in importance to the Gold trade have somewhat abated as well as physical 

demand for the yellow metal. However as we have seen before, these issues can reappear at any time 

without notice and it is most likely this reason why the Gold market hasn’t’ dropped further. Gold 

currently is trading above the 100 day moving average at 1304.2, and with a close below look for the 

1293.5-1288.0 level to be challenged.  

For those interested in grains, Walsh Trading’s Senior Grain analyst Tim Hannagan hosts a free grain 
webinar each Thursday at 3:00 PM central time. Tim has been ranked the #1 grain analyst in the United 
States per Reuters and Bloomberg for his most accurate price predictions for soybeans and corn in the 
years 2011 and 2012. Link for next week’s webinar is below. If you cannot attend live, a recording will 
be sent to your email upon signup. Or please contact me at anytime at 888 391 7894 or  

slusk@walshtrading.com 

Sign up now!  
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Resistance#2- 1323.0 

Resistance#1- 1314.6 

Pivot-              1308.4 

Support#1-     1300.0 

Support#2-     1293.8 

 

 

 

 

 


